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Abstrakt 

Jak ukázal předešlý výzkum, nesoulad mezi postoji a skutečným nákupním 

chováním je jev ovlivňující mnoho různých trhů produktů etické spotřeby. Tato 

diplomová práce analyzuje tento jev, specificky na českém trhu Fair trade produktů. 

Diskrepance mezi hodnotami a nákupním chováním byla nalezena přibližně u třetiny 

populace, což potvrdilo přítomnost tohoto nesouladu a replikovalo tak předešlé 

výsledky. Přibližně poloviná lidí vyznačujících se tímto nesouladem (mající Fair trade 

hodnoty, ale nenakupující Fair trade produkty) o tomto hnutí vůbec neslyšela, což 

naznačuje, že nedostatek znalosti Fair trade v této skupině může snižovat celkové 

prodeje Fair trade produktů. Analýza respondentů, kteří znají Fair trade a mají Fair trade 

pozitivní hodnoty ukázala, že nejsilnějšimi a statisticky významnými prediktory pro 

zjištění toho, zda jedinec nakupuje Fair Trade či nikoliv, jsou vnímaná kvalita Fair trade 

produktů a míra skepticismu vůči schopnosti tohoto hnutí dosáhnout deklarovaných 

cílů. Pro Fair trade marketéry usilující o konverzi lidí s Fair trade hodnotami na 

zákazníky by tak mohlo být užitečné zaměřit se na zvyšování znalosti, zlepšování 

vnímání kvality a snížování skepticismu vůči Fair trade produktům. 

 

 

 

 

 



   

Abstract 

As documented in previous research, the attitude-behaviour gap (inconsistency 

between declared values and actual purchases) is phenomena which affects consumption 

in many different markets of ethical consumption. The diploma thesis analyses this 

phenomena, specifically in Czech Fair trade market. The attitude behaviour gap in the 

Czech Fair trade market was found to be in around third of the population, confirming 

the presence of the gap, which replicated the results of previous research in the field. 

From people with pro Fair trade values who do not buy Fair trade products,  

approximately half  is not aware of Fair trade existence, indicating that lack of Fair trade 

awareness could be possibly hurting Fair trade sales. When analyzing respondents with 

pro Fair trade values who also have Fair Trade awareness, the skepticism towards 

ability of Fair trade movement to fulfill their declared goals and high quality perception 

of Fair trade products turned out to be the strongest and statistically significant 

predictors of whether one buys Fair trade or not. Focus on raising awareness about Fair 

trade existence, improving quality perception and decreasing skepticism towards Fair 

trade conversion is suggested for Fair trade marketers for helping to convert people with 

pro Fair trade values into Fair trade buyers. 
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Context and introduction to the problem 

The research about customer behaviour often discusses discrepancy between attitudes 

and actual consumer behaviour in market of socially responsible goods (meaning people 

declare global solidarity, yet their purchase behaviour has more selfish focus). The 

reasons for this discrepancy are cited to be various. (Boivin et al., Bray et al. 2011, 

Vantomme et al. 2006, Nicholls and Lee 2006) Bray suggests in exploratory study 

different lines of reasoning that could be pursued. Those are price sensitivity, lack of 

information, lower quality perception, cynism or inertia in purchasing behavior. (Bray et 

al. 2011) Following this way of thinking would lead to an assumption that educating 

and raising awareness about fair trade issues would be the optimal way for the 

movement to reach full market potential. In other words, there are factors assumed that 

prevent the consumers from fully following their ethical convictions. Other studies 

question the strong role of consumer ethics in purchase decisions altogether, concluding 

that consumers actually pay little heed to ethical considerations in their actual purchase 

decision making (Carrigan and Atalla 2001) and even promote shifting the focus of the 

research to consumer motivation, arguing that traditionally prestented purchase risks do 

not present impediments to socially responsible consumption. (Boivin et al. 2006)  

In a narrow sense, the questions posed by this short outline touch on whether there is in 

fact an attitude-behaviour gap in Czech fair trade market and if so, what are the reasons 

for it or for the appearance of it? Are they locally specific? Who are the customers, who 

trully are socially responsible and do they follow ethical obligations when purchasing 

fair trade products? What is the optimal method for supporting the growth of fair trade 

movement? On a general level, the thesis should be an addition to the field of research 
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about socially reponsible customer, as well as very recent issue of fair trade behaviour 

and consumption.  

 

Methodology 

The thesis will first outline the current research in fields of both socially responsible 

consumption (and attitude-behavior gap), and in narrower field of fair Trade market. 

The hypothesis for the thesis itself will then follow from the look at the current body of 

knowledge. Since the initial formulation of the problem includes attitude-behaviour gap, 

one of the first tasks will naturally be to test whether this gap does in fact exist in data 

from Czech Republic at all. Other hypothesis about the reasons for the appearance (or 

non-appearance) of this discrepancy in the data will follow, as well as analysis of 

whether and how this attitude-behaviour gap can be overcome or diminished in the case 

of Czech fair trade market. 

The data used for the analysis will be from Czech representative questionnaire study 

from December 2011, n=1188 from INESAN (Institute of Evaluation and Social 

Analyses). The survey used face to face interview and quota sampling to obtain 

representetative sample of Czech population. I am aware of the limitations of not 

obtaining my own data (not having the ability to design the research to fit exactly the 

needs of the thesis), but in this case, there are much more positives to this chosen 

methodological procedure (robust sample, profesionally obtained data about fairly 

specific topic, which are not easy for a student to get). 

 

Structure 

The tentative structure is as follows: 

1. Introduction – the formulation of the problem 

2. State of the current research about a) Socially Responsible Customer b) Fair 

Trade market 

3. Formulation of the specific research questions and hypothesis, methodology 

4. Analysis of the data 

5. Conclucion 

6. Discussion 
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1. Introduction – attitude-behaviour gap 

 

The attitude-behaviour gap can be defined for purposes of this work as 

discrepancy between the attitude of potential customers and their actual purchasing 

behaviour. This phenomenon is in literature widely referred to as the attitude-behaviour, 

intention-behaviour or words-deeds gap (Carrington 2011). This contrast between 

declared attitudes and preferences and actual behaviour is especially apparent when 

respondents are questioned in a survey design (Auger 2007). 

 

The gap in turn has an impact on share of ethically produced goods (like 

sustainable food, child labor free products or legally logged wood), effectively 

impeding ethical consumption in the society (Vermeir 2006). 

 

Whether this inconsistency appears in Czech population (specifically in Fair 

trade market), to which degree it is prevalent, and possible predictors for it in individual 

respondents will be analyzed. Possible ways to help partially bridge this gap and 

suggestions for Fair trade marketers will also be proposed in this paper. 

 

As noted by Papaniomukou (2011), there are several behavioral models in social 

psychology that are based on the premise that individuals behave the way they intent to 

behave. One of those is the theory of planned behaviour. This theory connects attitude, 

subjective norms, behavioral intentions and behaviour together in a causal chain. This 

theoretical framework is used in Fair trade research (f.e. Shaw, Shiu 2003). Ajzen 

concludes that this theory „provides a useful conceptual framework for dealing with the 

complexities of human social behavior“ and „Attitudes toward the behavior, subjective 

norms with respect to the behavior, and perceived control over the behavior are usually 

found to predict behavioral intentions with a high degree of accuracy. In turn, these 

intentions, in combination with perceived behavioral control, can account for a 

considerable proportion of variance in behavior.“ (Ajzen 2003, 206) Based on this, we 

should expect that attitudes towards Fair trade values and goals should be good 

indicator of purchasing intentions and purchasing behaviour. That can indeed be the 

case, as shown in study of young American females towards Fair trade Consumption by 

Jin (2010). Doran (2009) notes that „there are significant interactions between personal 
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values and Fair trade consumption“. We know for example that orientation on in-group 

or out-group-values has influence on Fair trade consumption (Doran 2010).  Kim (2010) 

sees ethical consumption values as influence on Fair trade brands loyalty. 

 

Studies however document repeatedly a phenomenon, where there are 

differences between the attitudes and the purchasing behaviour itself, while attempting 

to analyse factors behind the occurrence of this gap (f.e. Carrigan 2001, Carrington 

2010, Sheeran 2002). This gap can be not only in people, but also in small firms (Tilley 

1999). To analyze the variables connected to this gap is the goal of this paper. As we 

will see, in previous research the gap itself is not usually explained only in terms of pure 

knowledge about the existence of Fair trade label or lack of knowledge about the values 

and goals of Fair trade products (which could be the obvious intuitive explanation). 

 

Possible reasons for the gap can be multiple. Study discussing „green purchases“ 

demonstrated that factors that positively influence attitude-behaviour relation are 

consumer awareness, receiving health benefits, willingness to pay price premium, 

subjective norm, perceived consumer effectiveness, perceived motivation of the 

organization, availability of products, willingness to spend the shopping time on 

purchasing green products and receiving local community benefits (Erve 2013). 

Andorfer (2012, 424) in his review of Fair trade research claims that „Empirical 

evidence is mixed as some respondents’ purchasing intentions for Fair trade products 

have been found to be constrained by the lack of ethical product alternatives or 

difficulties finding them, by the lack of information about them, their higher product 

price, while for other respondents shopping inconvenience in general or product price in 

particular do not have any effect on their buying intentions or self-reported buying 

behavior.“ Low quality perception, image or cynism are cited as a factor impeding 

translation of attitude into purchase intent and thus, indirectly, impeding the purchase 

(Bray 2010). The research thus seems to be inconclusive about what are the main 

reasons for the attitude-behaviour gap in Fair trade market. 

 

We also see that the factors discussed are plenty and there is no clear consensus 

about them.  For purposes of this work, we will look at possible predictors included in 

the analysed data; price perception, quality perception, skepticism towards Fair trade 

ability to reach the stated goals, knowledge about Fair trade, awareness of Fair trade 
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products existence in general and shopping convenience of Fair trade products and 

analyse those via secondary analysis of provided data. 

 

For each of these possible predictors for attitude behaviour-gap in people with 

pro Fair trade values, we will first look at the basic analysis – comparison between 

„gappers“ and Fair trade buyers to see whether there is any significant difference 

between those group. Than those possible factors will be combined together for analysis 

via logistic regression to see what is the connection to the actual Fair trade purchasing 

decision. We will also look at what seven infrequent buyers of non-buyers of Fair trade 

with pro Fair trade values said in the qualitative interviews about given predictors. 

 

 

2. Fair trade values and goals 

For purposes of this work, we will divide the participants into two groups: the 

ones with attitude negative or indifferent towards Fair trade values and goals and the 

ones with attitudes positive towards Fair trade values and goals. 

Before we do so, we must first look into what are the actual values and goals 

declared by the Fair trade movement. 

Fair trade itself is „complex trading partnership which seeks greater equity in 

international trade by creating closer relationships between the consumers and the 

producers from the geopolitical North and South.“ (Sorina 2010, 6) Fair trade principles 

are aiming at redistributing income more equitably between the various actors involved 

(Auroi 2003). Fair trade International (according to fairtrade.net „non-profit, multi 

stakeholder body that is responsible for the strategic direction of Fairtrade“) which is 

also overseeing Fair trade organizations in Czech republic offers following definition of 

Fair trade: „Fairtrade is an alternative approach to conventional trade and is based on a 

partnership between producers and consumers. Fairtrade offers producers a better deal 

and improved terms of trade. This allows them the opportunity to improve their lives 

and plan for their future. Fairtrade offers consumers a powerful way to reduce poverty 

through their everyday shopping.“ (fairtrade.net) This definition therefore implicitly 
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declares reduction of producer’s poverty as one of the desired effects of Fair trade 

consumption. 

The Fair trade minimum price „aims to ensure that producers can cover their 

average costs of sustainable production. It acts as a safety net for farmers at times when 

world markets fall below a sustainable level.“ The additional sum of money, called Fair 

trade premium „goes into a communal fund for workers and farmers to use to improve 

their social, economic and environmental condition“ and „is invested in education and 

healthcare, farm improvements to increase yield and quality, or processing facilities to 

increase income.“ (fairtrade.net) Again, we see focus on social and economic conditions 

of the producers. 

A Charter of Fair trade Principles (adopted in 2009 by World Fair trade 

organization and Fair trade International) declares that „The Fair trade movement shares 

a vision of a world in which justice and sustainable development are at the heart of trade 

structures and practices so that everyone, through their work, can maintain a decent and 

dignified livelihood and develop their full human potential.“ The basic Fair trade 

principles given by the charter are decent working condition (as defined by International 

Labour Organization conventions, those include right to a safe and hygienic 

environment, no discrimination in any aspect of employment, the protection of children 

rights), environmental sustainability (the charter claims that „All parties to Fair trade 

relationships collaborate on continual improvement on the environmental impact of 

production and trade through efficient use of raw materials from sustainable sources, 

reducing use of energy from non-renewable sources, and improving waste 

management.“) and monitoring, evaluation (The Charter of Fair trade principles, 2009). 

Given those goals, it is sensible that the Fair trade certification is not available to 

producers all around the world, the Geographical Scope policy of Producer Certification 

(as found on fairtrade.net) excludes Europe and Northern America altogether. 

The first two principles from the charter (decent working condition and 

environmental sustainability) deal with values and vision of Fair trade, which will be of 

interest for the analysis. Monitoring and evaluation (third principle) process helps in „in 

measuring progress and identifying areas for improvement.“ That deals with 

effectiveness increase of Fair trade movement through ways others than increasing the 
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amount of consumers. That is not a direct item of interest for this work, although the 

perceived ineffectiveness of Fair trade model can certainly be a factor contributing to 

attitude-behaviour gap, as will be demonstrated later. 

Based on that information, we can see there are two dimensions to Fair trade 

values and goals. The first, mentioned in very definition of Fair trade is the social and 

economic one – the focus is on reducing poverty of the producers and helping their 

development. The second one, mentioned in the Charter of Fair trade principle, is the 

environmental one – the explicitly stated goal is to improve the environmental impact of 

the production. Those two dimensions will be basis for our analysis. We will use 

questions connected to those issues to put respondents into adequate categories – 

namely we will look whether respondents claim to prefer products considerate towards 

the environment or production process (for example working conditions of the 

producers). 

 

3. Methodology 

3.1 Quantitative part 

 

The research design consists of two parts. The main part is the quantitative 

analysis of survey conducted on Czech population. The secondary part was analysis of 7 

qualitative interviews with non-buyers or infrequent buyers of Fair trade who displayed 

some sort of pro Fair trade values. 

 

The data used in the quantitative analysis are provided by INESAN (Institute of 

Evaluation and Social analysis). As a student of Charles University, I was given the 

opportunity to work with them for academic purposes since 2010. The data are of a 

quantitative nature and were obtained through face to face interviews with 

representative sample of Czech Republic population. To ensure this, the method used 

for selecting the survey participants was quota sampling. Both Fair trade consumers and 

non-consumers were included. 1188 interviews were taken, which provides adequate 

sample size for our analysis. The data are fully anonymous. The questions asked were 
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about many various topics related to Fair trade problematic, such as feelings of social 

responsibility, attitudes toward Fair trade products, purchase of Fair trade products, 

knowledge of Fair trade products, their purchasing behavior, their Fair trade purchasing 

motivations etc. The questionnaire has 58 items.  

 

The majority of our analysis deals only with people with pro Fair trade values 

(how we define these people is described in section values on page 13), which brings 

the sample to 576. Some analyses also take out people with no previous awareness of 

Fair trade existence, which brings the sample to 299 (see section awareness of Fair trade 

existence on page 12 for details). 

 

For the analysis, the review of literature revealed potential predictors for 

appearance of attitude behaviour gap. Those predictors were then found in the 

questionnaire and given variables were analyzed. For each predictor we look at the 

variable distribution in the sample to see an overview among respondents with Fair 

trade awareness and Fair trade values. 

 

Then, we look at the connection of specific variable to appearance of the gap 

individually via simple chi-square or Mann–Whitney test to see whether difference 

exists between the buyers and non-buyers with Fair trade values and awareness of Fair 

trade existence. 

 

 Finally, the predictor variables entered synthetic model – logistic regression. 

That helped to reveal which predictors showed most strength when determining whether 

given person with pro Fair trade values was a gapper or in fact Fair trade buyer. 

 

3.2 Qualitative part 

 

To enrich the results and help to get possible explanations for the results (which 

can be validated or refuted by further research), qualitative research about Fair trade 

values and buying behaviour was also undertaken. 
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Individual interviews were conducted with people having pro Fair trade values, 

since these were also analysed primarily in the qualitative part. For selecting people for 

the interview, the recruiting questionnaire included the same questions that were used in 

main Fair trade survey analyzed in this text. People who were interviewed were those 

who either do not buy Fair trade at all, or they buy at very infrequent, occasional basis 

(never more often than once a month). 

 

The interviews were semi-structured, with having the same base of questions and 

time frame. When interesting unexpected topics were talked about in the interview, they 

were explored deeper. The interviews were conducted over the course of November and 

December of 2013 and they took from 10 to 25 minutes. Seven interviews were 

undertaken. 

 

For purposes of full disclosure, because of time requirements for the interview 

and potential difficulty of recruiting process, I recruited people from the circle of my 

acquaintances. Everybody was screened by the recruiting questionnaire without 

knowing which answers would lead in him/her being selected for the actual interview. 

They also were not given any hints about topics of the interview beforehand. 

 

The recruiting questionnaire for qualitative interviews was obviously 

significantly shorter than the main one. It also included additional question about 

frequency of Fair trade purchase. This shortening process could result in slight 

systematic bias in the answers when compared to the standard version, however tasking 

people with filling out the same, full-length questionnaire could result in impossibility 

to recruit respondents, this is why this option of recruitment was selected. 

  

The interviews were fully recorded with informed consent of the participants.  

They were then transcribed by a third party (participants were informed that third party 

would hear the interviews and help transcribe the interview) and following text was 

coded for qualitative analysis in the Atlas software – searching for common themes and 

topics that have been discussed by the respondents. When doubts about characteristics 

of the transcript arose, I listened to the interview again to get context of the answer.   
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Based on the quantitative analysis, where awareness about Fair trade and quality 

of products seems to play a prominent factor in attitude-behaviour gap appearance 

(which will be discussed later), and because the qualitative interviews were done as 

second phase of the research, the structure of the interview was more generally more 

geared towards ideas of knowledge and information about Fair trade and other similar 

products. Those which will be referred to as „socially responsible goods“ – by those we 

mean products that claim to be pro-environmental or improving bad working conditions 

of producers. The topics discussed and the basic structure of the interviews were as 

follows: 

 

1 – „Fair trade values“ – if present, where does the preference for given products 

(that help environment or establish better working conditions) come from? How strong 

is this feeling? How does this translate to the actual consumption? 

 

2 – Do processes of buying „standard goods“ and „socially responsible goods“ 

differ? If so, what is difference? Or is the process of shopping homogenous and 

respondent includes those goods in his everyday life? Or he/she doesn’t buy ethically 

responsible products at all? If so, what is the motivation? Is it just because it never 

arises in the conscious thinking in the respondent or is it decision based on some sort of 

conscious decision?  

 

3 – The attitude toward ethical consumption in general – can people influence 

society via their consumption decision? To what degree? If so, what specifically can be 

influenced by this behaviour? Do they themselves see as an influence? In what way, by 

purchasing what kind of products? 

 

4 – If the respondents indeed engage in some sort of „ethical consumption“, how 

did they get involved? What was the moment or the process that brought them to 

purchasing given goods? Do they see Fair trade goods as competing with other products 

of “ethical consumption” for their attention, or does Fair trade products mainly compete 

with standard, traditional goods? 

 

5 – How did the respondents become aware of „ethically responsible goods“, if 

they are aware of any? Do they recall the first time they came to contact with them? 
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What was their reaction? Did they start purchasing those immediately or after longer 

period of time? 

 

6 – What are the attributes they associate with Fair trade products in terms of 

comparison with „standard market“ in terms of quality, price – do they perceive Fair 

trade as expensive, lower quality products – does that play role in their decision 

making?  

 

7 – When buying (if they are) any „ethically responsible goods“ do they go to 

specialized shops or do they include the purchases in regular shopping in standard 

markets? How would they look of potential mixture of Fair trade or other „socially 

responsible goods“ in supermarkets and big stores? Is that a concern, or is that a plus? Is 

convenience something that is seen as important when shopping for that kind of goods? 

Should those products be subjects to standard discounts like any other normal goods? 

Would those things help the likelihood of the respondents buying given product? 

 

8 – As a whole, what would motivate the participant to start buying Fair trade or 

buy Fair trade with more frequency?  

 

It is important to make it clear that results of this part of the research are more 

explorative in character and should in no way be looked at as an attempt to generalize 

discovered opinions or themes on attitude behaviour „gappers“ in Czech population as a 

whole. They should be seen more as pointers for potential further inquiry and possible 

(not validated) explanations for some of the quantitative results. 

 

All the interviews were done with promise of anonymous analysis and therefore 

names used in this paper are fictional. Demographics and other information that could 

lead to potential revealing of the respondent identity are provided as an aggregate for 

the sample. The respondents were from 20 to 30 years, majority of them either college 

students or college graduates. 5 of those are from Prague, 2 from other major Czech 

cities, 4 of them were females, and 3 were males. 
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4. Predictors analysis 

 
   4.1. Behaviour 
 
 

The assessment of the purchase behaviour will be dependent on self-reports, 

since we are analysing survey data. Two questions in the survey inquire into Fair trade 

purchase behaviour of the participants. The first one asks the respondents whether he 

ever bought a product with a Fair trade logo. The logo is shown to the participant, but 

he/she is not told it is a Fair trade logo. This effectively means that even people who do 

not know, that they buy Fair trade products, yet they do, answer yes – however this does 

not tell us about conscious ethical consumption, which is topic of this paper. The 

answers to this question will thus be discarded. The second question is more direct and 

simple and fitting for our research question: Do you at least sometimes buy Fair trade 

Products?  The possible answers are:  

 

a) Yes, on a regular basis 

 b) Yes, I buy Fair trade products occasionally, but not on a regular basis  

c) No, but I am thinking about it  

d) No, and I do not plan to do so  

e) I don’t know, I don’t watch labels, I don’t know how I would  recognize it.  

  

Previously in the questionnaire, respondents were also asked about their 

awareness of Fair trade products at all. Those who claim to never heard the term „Fair 

trade“ will be automatically assumed to be non-buyers. The rest will be divided based 

on the aforementioned question into buyers and non-buyers. 

 

In conclusion, one group will be the Fair trade buyers with answers  a and b (and 

hearing about Fair Trade before), the other one will be Fair trade non-buyers with 

answers c, d and e in the question above  and/or claiming to never hear about Fair trade.   

As a result of this, 22% of the sample is classified as buyers, 78 % as non-buyers. 

Whether they enter the main part of the analysis is dependent on their values – for 

purposes of this work, only people with pro Fair trade values are relevant. 
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While there is actual possibility that amount of people buying Fair trade is 

significantly higher (people could possibly be buying Fair trade products without being 

aware of those being Fair trade), we will not deal with this in our analysis. Those people 

(unconscious buyers of Fair Trade) intended, conscious behaviour is still not in line with 

their declared values (if they display Fair trade values), meaning they fulfill the 

definition of attitude-behaviour gap. 

 

   4.2. Awareness of Fair trade existence 

 

Before exploring other predictors, we first look at the awareness about Fair trade 

existence overall.   61 % of the whole sample did not hear about term Fair trade before.  

 

Perhaps even more importantly, in respondents with pro Fair trade values, this 

share is 48 % (with 44-52 % being the 95 % confidence interval) – that means that in 

their case, we can assume this to be a possible reason for attitude-behaviour gap – 

without awareness about the product, you cannot intentionally go and buy it (of course, 

that does not rule out that people still buy product with Fair trade symbols – however 

„accidental“ non-conscious consumption of Fair trade is not topic of this thesis as 

mentioned before). That affected analysis in that often in our tests and analysis for 

individual predictors, those (unaware) people were discarded, lowering the sample to 

299 (count of people with pro Fair trade values and awareness of Fair trade existence). 

 
Chart 1: Fair trade existence awareness (people with pro Fair trade values, n=576) 

 

 

 

The lack of awareness about Fair trade products (over 50 percent people with 

pro Fair trade values in the sample) also enables us to formulate (not test in this research 

design) a hypothesis that the attitude behaviour-gap is to a degree caused by it – since 
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those respondents do not fulfill necessary condition to overcome it. If they are not able 

to recall Fair trade at all it when asked, they were previously obviously unable to make 

conscious decision to buy it with knowing what they are buying when facing shopping 

decisions. It therefore seems that lack of awareness among Fair trade non-buyers could 

be indeed a big and perhaps even dominant factor in creating the gap. While that would 

be a somewhat intuitive conclusion, we have to approach these ideas with caution – 

from the survey data we cannot directly infer what is the cause and effect for people 

buying Fair trade – whether people first buy Fair trade Products (by conscious decision 

or not) and then start gaining awareness about the Fair trade brand or the other way 

around (people first notice the Fair trade labels, become aware and then buy the 

products). We can also not be sure what would happen if the gappers had the awareness 

of Fair trade existence, whether they would overcome the gap or not, meaning that the 

role of Fair trade awareness remains uncertain. 

 

   4.3. Values 

 

To consider whether given respondent is pro Fair trade in terms of his values, we 

will look at two statements from the questionnaire: 1) “I prefer products that are sound 

towards the environment” and 2) “I pay attention to production process when buying the 

product (for example acceptable working conditions)”. The reasoning for this selection 

is that both these statements connect strongest from the questionnaire with basic 

premises of Fair trade, which we described earlier. 

 

We will consider people who agree with at least one of those statements as those 

with Fair trade positive values. Everyone else will fall under Fair trade negative values 

category (which in this context does not mean that they strongly oppose those 

principles, they may simply not pay any attention to them). 
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This, combining with the buying behaviour of the respondent, will result into 

division of participants into 4 separate subgroups: 

 

1. Fair trade buyers with pro Fair trade attitude values and goals attitude   

2. Fair trade non-buyers with pro Fair trade values and goals attitude   

3. Fair trade buyers without pro Fair trade values and goals attitude   

4. Fair trade non-buyers without pro Fair trade values and goals attitude 

 

For purposes of this thesis, groups 1 and 2 and their comparisons will be the 

most significant and will be basis for our comparisons, while groups 3 and 4 will be 

taken out of the most important parts of further analysis, since their relevance for the 

topic of this paper is low. 

 

In this work, people from group 2 will be occasionally referred to as „gappers“ 

(they display the attitude behaviour gap), people from group 1 will be occasionally 

referred to as „non gappers“ (they do not display the attitude behaviour gap).  

 

To remind once again, this division deals only with conscious consumption – 

meaning those who purchase Fair trade products without knowing these are Fair trade 

products will be included in groups 2 and 4, as non-buyers and will therefore always be 

present as gappers if present in our analysis (since group 4 will not be analyzed further). 

 

 

With both behaviour (purchasing) variable and values variable defined, we can 

look at the division which will map out or sample in 4 basic categories based on the 

aforementioned variables (chart 2). 

 
Chart 2: Sample distribution between the groups, whole sample (n=1188) 
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The chi square test p-value is < 0.05 when analyzing buying behaviour and 

values, we can therefore reject the null hypothesis that values and actual buying have no 

connection. We see that people with pro Fair trade values fall more often into the buyer 

category when compared to people who do not display Fair trade values. 

 

We see that the gappers make up about 32 % of the sample. 95 % confidence 

interval is 29-34 % (which means we can with 95 % certainty say, that attitude 

behaviour-gap in Czech population is in this interval). We can therefore conclude that 

this phenomena is present in Czech Fair trade market and because Fair trade buyers 

have significantly higher share of pro Fair trade people among them than the non-

buyers, we can also say that values indeed can be used as some sort of a predictor 

whether the person is more likely to be buyer or not. It also shows that, as expected, 

values as a predictor of buying behaviour are not enough to determine whether given 

respondent buys Fair trade products or not. 

 

It is also obvious from the chart the assumption that this gap is overly dominant 

would be wrong, we cannot consider it as something automatic for everyone – about 

half of the sample has no interest in values Fair trade movements stand for, neither they 

buy the products. The results however suggest that there indeed is a significant potential 

for improving Fair trade shares by lowering the attitude-behaviour gap. The main 

research question is now what are the variables connected to this attitude-behaviour and 

whether there are any significant predictors of it. 

 

All respondents in qualitative interviews displayed Fair trade values by our 

definition. While not in direct interest of this research, in qualitative interviews, the 

connection between Fair trade values and actual purchase of those goods was explored 

and mentioned by the respondents, specifically the social and economic dimension. 

Katka said she takes ethical issues into account when purchasing and added „if I know 

the guy gets some additional money for his hard work at the plantation, then why not“.  

She also sees Fair trade purchase as „nice gesture“. Karel, who purchases Fair trade 

occasionally, mentioned that he does so because of ethical reason rather than because of 

Fair trade quality. František, who is another infrequent buyer of Fair trade products, said 

that „it is for a good cause, it plays a role (when deciding about the purchase), it feels 
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right“. So when directly questioned respondents indeed often mentioned ethical reasons 

for their purchases.  

 

 4.4. Good quality perception 

 

In further analysis we will from now on generally deal with people with pro Fair 

trade values and also previous awareness of Fair trade existence (unless stated 

otherwise), since people unaware of Fair trade existence either did not provide answers 

to given questions by questionnaire design or in cases they did, these answers hold little 

value, since participant already admitted he did not know about Fair trade existence 

before the interview. That means that sample for the analysis is usually 299. 

 

To quantify quality perception of Fair trade products we will be looking at 

question where the respondents had to give their agreement/disagreement about 

following statement: “Fair trade products have very high quality”. The answer yes will 

be used as indicator of higher quality perception.  

 

 

Group 
Believe Fair trade 

products are good 

quality 

Do not believe Fair trade 

products are good 

quality 

Do not know 

Overall 

(n=299) 
72 % 18 % 10 % 

Fair trade 

Buyers (n=201) 
81% (ar. 5.1)* 15 % (ar. -2.2)* 4 % (ar. -4.8)* 

Fair trade 

Non-buyers 

(n=98) 

53 % (ar. -5.1)* 26 % (ar. 2.2)* 21 % (ar. 4.8)* 

*total percentage, adjusted residual when compared to other sub-group 

Table 1: Quality perception (respondents with pro Fair trade values, Fair trade 

awareness, n=299) 

 

The adjusted residual over value 1.96 show us significant departures from 

independence model (IBM 2012). 

 

We see that perception of quality is indeed different in buyers and non-buyers. 

Non-buyers in general are less likely to see Fair trade as high quality. We also see that 

overall, sample members with pro Fair trade values and Fair trade awareness are  
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in 72 % of the cases viewing Fair trade as higher quality product. The differences are 

significant between the subgroups, meaning we can reject the hypothesis that perception 

of quality is the same in both buyers and non-buyers and accept the alternative. In this 

case, we see that buyers are generally more likely to view Fair trade products as good 

quality. 

 

In the interviews, quality indeed appeared as a motive, both as a motivator for 

potential consumption and/or reason for beginning of Fair trade consumption. The idea 

of perceived quality had different dimensions: some respondents talked more about 

healthiness of the products, while others talked more about taste.  

 

Respondents were also asked how they perceive Fair trade quality (intuitively if 

not from own experience) when compared to market average. Majority (5 of 7) saw it as 

higher quality. Specific reasons mentioned were „not mass production“ (František), 

„effort into higher quality“ (Kryštof), „own experience“ (Alena). Eliška (who does not 

purchase Fair trade at all) sees Fair trade as probably lower quality („because of more 

natural materials, materials that are close to the manufacturer“). She did not however 

mention improved quality as possible motivator for her personal purchases of Fair trade 

products. Karel does not consider quality of Fair trade products as a factor and does not 

have an opinion on this matter. He says „I cannot know the quality compared to 

standard products. For me, Fair trade purchase is more of resistance to the monstrous 

majority system in Europe. I do not support rich assholes, I give slightly more money – 

maybe even for a little lower quality, but it is for a good cause“. 

 

   4.5. Good price perception 

 

We will define good price perception simply as an opinion of the price being 

good. To quantify the good price perception of Fair trade products, the 

agreement/disagreement with following statement will be used: “Fair trade products 

have good price”.  
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Group Do not believe Fair trade 

products are good price 

Believe Fair trade 

products are good price 
Do not know 

Overall 

(n=299) 
35 % 56 % 9 % 

Fair trade 

Buyers (n=201) 
33% (ar. -0.8)* 62 % (ar. 3.2)* 5 % (ar. -4.2)* 

Fair trade 

Non-buyers 

(n=98) 

38 % (ar. 0.8)* 46 % (ar. -3.2)* 19 % (ar. 4.2)* 

*total percentage, adjusted residual when compared to other sub-group 

Table 2: Price perception (respondents with pro Fair trade values, Fair trade 

awareness, n=299) 

 

Once again, the chi-square test (p-value < 0.05) and look at adjusted residuals 

tells buyers of Fair trade in general view Fair trade products as having better price when 

compared to non-buyers, non-buyers are more unsure about the price. We can reject the 

hypothesis that price perception does not differ among buyers and non-buyers.  95 % 

confidence interval for people believing in good price of Fair trade products is 50-62 %. 

For purposes of logistic regression analysis, we will look at the indicator good price and 

recode it for it's purposes; respondents who do not believe Fair trade products have good 

price will be grouped together with those who claim not to know – both those answers 

will be interpreted as lack of belief in good Fair trade price. 

 

 

In qualitative interviews with respondents, the price of Fair trade is seen as 

slightly higher than market average, but they do not find the price to be a problem, they 

see justifications for it. Alena saw the price as adequate, Katka justified the price by 

saying that if you buy similar quality products, the price is also higher. Only Eliška had 

issue with the price, citing that Fair trade products are not something she would need, 

therefore the prices are perceived rather expensive by her – it is product „that can be 

bought when I do not know what to do with the money I have“. On a whole however, 

respondents did not mention lower price as potential motivation for purchasing more 

Fair trade products.   
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4.6. Skepticism 

 

We will define skepticism towards Fair trade as doubt towards ability of 

reaching their declared goals and the authenticity of those goals in the first place. To 

measure the skepticism towards the effectiveness of Fair trade movement in fulfilling 

their declared values, we can look at several questions used: 

 

a) Fair trade symbols are just a scam on the customers (4 point scale)  

b) Fair trade is just fashionable right now, it will soon be gone (4 point scale)  

c) Fair trade symbols are just a way to get more money from the customers  

(4 point scale)  

d) Fair trade products do not help improve the environment anyway (2 point 

scale)  

 

Those statements all imply the ineffectiveness of Fair trade movement towards 

fulfilling their declared goals short-term or long-term. The amount of agreements to 

those can provide us with Fair trade skepticism scale, which can then be used to analyze 

the differences between the buyers and non-buyers. Let’s look at the overview 

sentiment among people with pro Fair trade values and Fair trade existence awareness 

first: 

 

Statement Agreement Disagreement 
Not sure/does not 

know/no answer 

Fair trade products do not 

help the environment anyway 
31 % 53 % 16 % 

Fair trade symbols are just 

cheating on the customers 
18 % 72 % 10 % 

Fair trade selling is just a 

fashion that will soon go 

away 

24 % 70 % 6 % 

Fair trade symbols are just a 

way to get more money from 

people 

24 % 71 % 5 % 

Table 3: Skepticism statements agreement (respondents with pro Fair trade values, 

Fair trade awareness, n=299) 
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We see that the data do not indicate high skepticism among people with pro Fair 

trade values and awareness of the Fair trade existence. The respondents are not very 

skeptical towards Fair trade products and goals it stands for.  

As you could see, 3 of those questions are using 4 point scale. For purposes of 

creating summated scale analysis, we will create dichotomous variables for each of 

these questions, where respondent either agrees or disagrees with given statement. 

 

For all the respondents in the sample scale of skepticism was constructed. 0 on 

the scale means agreement with zero of the skeptical statements, 4 means agreement 

with all of those. No opinion and disagreement were counted the same for our purposes 

– they both indicate lack of skepticism.  

 

 

Amount of agreed 

skeptical statements 

Overall (n=299) Buyers (n=201) Non-buyers (n=98) 

0 51 % 52 % 40 % 

1 22 % 26 % 21 % 

2 11 % 8 % 17 % 

3 11 % 12 % 10 % 

4 5 % 2 % 11 % 

Table 4: Skepticism in the sample (respondents with pro Fair trade values, Fair 

trade awareness, n=299) 

 

This overview also indicates the gappers are not being too skeptical of Fair trade 

in general. No group indicates a strong skepticism towards Fair trade issues. 

 

In the test of significance, once again only people with pro Fair trade values and 

Fair trade existence awareness are included. When running an Mann-Whitney test for 

the analyzed groups (pro Fair trade values buyers and pro Fair trade values non buyers), 

using skepticism as test variable and Fair trade buying as a grouping variable, we find 

that buyers and non-buyers indeed differ with p-value < 0.05.   

 

Mean rank for non-buyers is in this case is still significantly higher than for 

buyers, showing that there is indeed connection between skepticism towards Fair trade 

and buying Fair trade products. As a result, we can reject the null hypothesis – that 

buyers and non-buyers both share the same degree of skepticism towards Fair trade 

products.  
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Skepticism in interviews presented itself in couple of different ways. Frequent 

motive was a sort of „suspended skepticism“, where respondents claimed they believe 

in Fair trade actually helping to reach the Fair trade goals, because they choose not to 

think about it. Typical statement like this came from František: „I have chosen not to 

dig into it, so I believe (in the Fair trade products helping stated goals). I would not buy 

it otherwise.“ Karel said „Sometimes I get paranoid, what it if is only a scam trying to 

use social instincts of people who can buy more expensive product...I am battling with it 

sometimes. The feeling is there, that it could be just a trick on people who have money 

and want to do good.“ Katka, while stating she believes in usefulness of Fair trade 

products also called herself „naive“ for this belief. Kryštof (who does not buy Fair trade 

at all) was skeptical all together: „I don't know how it works, so I am skeptical. But it is 

probably a step in right direction.“  

 

Kryštof and Karel both mentioned some sort of demonstration of Fair trade 

helping their stated goals as a potential motivator for buying Fair trade products – 

overcoming the skepticism. Karel even came up with a campaign idea: „campaign, 

where they would show that the money fall in the right place, if they would conduct 

authentic interviews with people from factories, plantations, that would convince to buy 

Fair trade more.“ 

 

The interviews showed that respondents do not feel fully convinced that Fair 

trade reaches the goals – their belief can be negated by suspending the inquiry into Fair 

trade mechanisms. Motive of demonstration of functionality was brought up as a 

method to overcome this and potentially helping Fair trade sales. 

 

Last, we must mention a certain limitation of our skepticism assessment. Initial 

look at our data showed that sample members with pro Fair trade values are in general 

not too skeptical. But our scale was based on agreements with attacking statements. It 

would be interesting to see whether the results would be the same if we based our scale 

on pro Fair trade statements like „Fair trade truly helps people in the third world“.  

Future research could perhaps take a closer look at skepticism – interviews suggest that 

maybe dividing people among skeptics and non-skeptics might not be optimal, the 

prevalent attitude among people with pro Fair trade values might be some sort of 

careful, suspended skepticism.    
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    4.7. Knowledge 

 

As said earlier, we will look into whether the knowledge of Fair trade label has 

connections to attitude-behaviour gap. By knowledge here is not meant just simple 

awareness of Fair trade (that is necessary condition for respondents entering this 

analysis), but more generally if people correctly agree with statements describing Fair 

trade. 

 

To do that, we will quantify their knowledge of the Fair trade label effects. We will 

look at the survey questions that deal with characteristics of Fair trade. The participants 

were given many different characteristics and they answered whether they believed 

those associate with Fair trade label or not. In some cases they could answer on a 4 

point scale (definitely yes, mostly yes, mostly no, definitely no), in some cases they 

were given simple yes/no choice. For purposes of our analysis, we will once again only 

look at whether the answer was yes (agreement) or no (disagreement) and overlook at 

the strength of agreement/disagreement. There over 30 characteristics in the 

questionnaire and not all of them are directly relevant in regards to core Fair trade 

values mentioned earlier (decent working conditions, environmental sustainability). For 

purposes of simplification, below are the following characteristics of Fair trade dealing 

with those values most directly that are used to construct 10 point summated scale. 

Respondents were asked whether they believe Fair trade products have the following 

characteristic: 

 

a) the way of trade supporting producers from developing countries (2 point 

scale) 

b) forbidden child and forced labour (2 point scale) 

c) fair (meaning just) trade (2 point scale) 

d) decent working condition of the producers (2 point scale) 

e) environmentally friendly production and agricultural practices (2 point scale) 

f) ecologically friendlier conditions (2 point scale) 

g) the price has to cover the costs of producers (2 point scale) 

h) honoring of minimal working standards (2 point scale) 
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i) higher income, from which the producers can develop their community (2 

point scale) 

j) fair price for cultivated crops (2 point scale) 

 

Those are all characteristics of Fair trade products and can be used to measure 

the respondent’s knowledge of the Fair trade label. For purposes of this work, we will 

make no difference between respondent saying that Fair trade does not have suggested 

characteristic and respondent saying that he/she does not know whether Fair trade has 

suggested characteristic. Both of those answers suggest the lack of knowledge, since the 

correct answer is yes. The summated scale will be based on number of correct answers 

about Fair trade by the participants. 

 

Below is the frequency table for summated scale among people with Fair trade 

values (keep in mind, people with no awareness of Fair trade existence are 

automatically excluded from this analysis). 

 

Amount of agreed 

statements 
Overall (n=299) Buyers (n=201) Non-buyers (n=98) 

0 1 % 1 % 1 % 

1 1 % 1 % 1 % 

2 2 % 1 % 5 % 

3 1 % 1 % 1 % 

4 4 % 4 % 4 % 

5 8 % 6 % 11 % 

6 9 % 8 % 11 % 

7 10 % 9 % 14 % 

8 17 % 17 % 16 % 

9 18 % 19 % 15 % 

10 30 % 34 % 19 % 

 

Table 5: Fair trade knowledge in the sample (respondents with pro Fair trade 

values, Fair trade awareness, n=299) 

 

 

When looking at the table, we see that majority of respondents correctly agreed 

to more than a half of the statements. 75 % agreed to 7 statements or more, with 95% 

confidence interval of this group being 70-80 %. This shows that people with awareness 

of Fair trade generally display fairly high knowledge of it. 
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When comparing the scale distribution of non-gappers to the gappers, we 

formulate an alternative to the null hypothesis: that the non-gappers in general display 

higher knowledge about attributes of Fair trade products. To test whether this 

hypothesis holds up in a statistical test, we use Mann-Whitney test.  

 

When comparing buyers with pro Fair trade values and awareness of Fair trade 

existence against non-buyers with pro Fair trade values and awareness of Fair trade, we 

see that p-value is again < 0.05. The difference in mean ranks shows that knowledge is 

higher among buyers. 

 

In qualitative interviews, while the interviewed respondents were all somehow 

familiar with the idea of Fair trade, the lack of awareness (not existence itself, but other 

aspects) came up several times in the interviews. Kryštof mentioned: „I heard about Fair 

trade, but I did not meet those products in actual stores. I go into the store, get angry 

next to first shelf that I cannot find those things I want to, that they are different in 

stores. But I really do not know how Fair trade goods look“. Kryštof also mentioned, 

when talking about socially responsible goods in general that „It really is not obvious 

sometimes at first glance (that the product is environmentally sound).“  Alena saw 

higher awareness as potential motivator; when asked what would propel her to buy Fair 

trade products more she said: „Higher awareness about Fair trade products, bigger 

promotion. If I want to start buying Fair trade now, it is rather hard to look for the 

information.“ So awareness in the interviews was seen as potential motivator and lack 

of awareness was mentioned as blocker in Fair trade consumption. The idea of Fair 

trade in the interviews was unanimously connected to some sort of help to people or 

countries in the third world, nobody spontaneously mentioned environmental aspect of 

Fair trade movement. 
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4.8. Inconvenience 

 

To look at whether the customers perceive their purchase of Fair trade products 

to be an easy and comfortable task, we will be basing our analysis on agreements or 

disagreements with following statements: 

 

a) Fair trade products are usually not available in shops which I visit (2 point 

scale) 

b) It is too difficult to search for Fair trade products (4 point scale) 

c) The salesmen should make customers aware of the possibility of buying Fair 

trade product (4 point scale) 

  

These 3 questions can provide us with a scale of perceived inconvenience of Fair 

trade products – how difficult it is for given participant to buy them, search for them. 

Using this scale, we can make comparison between Fair trade positive buyers and Fair 

trade positive non-buyers. Let’s first look at the overview of the sample in general, 

 

 

Statement Agreement Disagreement 
Not sure/does not 

know/no answer 

Sellers should mention more 

the possibility to buy Fair 

trade 

89 % 13 % 4 % 

It is too hard to search for 

Fair trade 
68 % 29 % 3 % 

Fair trade products are not 

usually accessible in stores 

where I shop 

84 % 13 % 3 % 

Table 6: Agreement with statements about inconvenience (respondents with pro 

Fair trade values, Fair trade awareness, n=299) 

 

We see by a preliminary look that convenience in general could be a problem for 

people with Fair trade values and Fair trade awareness – majority of them (95 % 

confidence interval for agreeing with the least agreed on statement of the three is 62-73 

%) sees them as hard to search for, not offered in shops they usually do their standard 

shopping. Respondents also believe they should be informed more about the possibility 

of purchasing Fair trade products by the sellers. This is further indicated by the look at 

inconvenience scale on the following table. 
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Amount of agreed statements 

about inconvenience 
Overall (n=299) Buyers (n=201) Non-buyers (n=98) 

0 1 % 2 % 1 % 
1 18 % 21 % 13 % 

2 42 % 40 % 45 % 

3 39 %* 37 % 41 % 

Table 7: Perceived Fair trade inconvenience in the sample (respondents with pro 

Fair trade values, Fair trade awareness, n=299) 

 

 

One could assume that people with pro Fair trade values, who perceive Fair trade 

purchases as less convenient, more difficult to purchase, are less likely to by buyers. To 

put this assumption to the test, we look at whether there is a significant difference in 

perceived inconvenience of buying Fair trade products between gappers and non-

gappers with awareness of Fair trade existence. Mann-Whitney test was used. This time, 

the p-value is 0.24, meaning we cannot reject the null hypothesis of perceived 

inconvenience having no difference between the subgroups. The inconvenience was 

included in logistic regression model with other variables, to see whether inconvenience 

does not become significant when taking into account all relevant variables in one 

model. 

 

While not proven to be significant in the main quantitative data, in the 

interviews, convenience came up couple of times as potential motivator for future 

consumption. Eliška mentioned convenience and perceived quality: „If they sold 

wholegrain, tasty looking bread somewhere where I shop, I would probably have higher 

motivation“. Similarly Katka and Hana believe they would buy more Fair trade if the 

products were presented more in standard stores where they do their usual shopping. 

 

Interviewed group was also unanimous in terms of whether the Fair trade 

products should be assimilated in standard shops like hypermarkets or supermarkets. 

None saw it as a problem, on the contrary, some would welcome it and believe it would 

help to increase their Fair trade consumption. Some already purchase Fair trade there 

(Karel), some mentioned it explicitly as a motivation or help for more frequent, regular 

Fair trade purchases (Katka, Hana). Of course, the results here could be very different 

for current frequent Fair trade customer – perhaps higher assimilation of Fair trade 

products into standard stores could be unwelcomed by those, who buy Fair trade 
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products the most in the present – this research was however not focused on them. As a 

result, we definitely cannot conclude that this assimilation would bring no issues to 

consumers of Fair trade in general.  

 

5. Synthetic analysis – binary logistic regression 

We saw that in cases of around three quarters of gappers, awareness of Fair trade 

existence in general is an issue. For those, it makes little sense to run synthetic analysis 

of other factors in the buying or non-buying decision, since answers of non-aware 

respondents about various attributes of Fair trade (convenience, price, quality etc.) have 

little value. We will however look at the rest of the sample - people that knew about Fair 

trade before conducting the interview. 

 In this analysis where we will try to compare predictors for gap appearance, we 

will combine previously mentioned variables together in creating a model, that will help 

predict whether the respondent with pro Fair trade values is a gapper (does not buy Fair 

trade products) or a non-gapper (buys at least occasionally Fair trade products). 

 

Since our model needs to include different variables with very different 

distributions and of very different types, we will employ logistic regression as a means 

for creating this model. This method is generally chosen when we are analyzing 

appearance of an event, „if the predictor variables are a mix of continuous and 

categorical variables and/or if they are not nicely distributed, since logistic regression 

makes no assumptions about the distributions of the predictor variables“ (Wuensch 

2009, 1). Logistic regression helps us deal with this combination of very different 

predictors and overcome it. 

 

Into this analysis, only respondents with pro Fair trade values enter (meaning as 

established earlier they claim to prefer products considerate toward environment and/or 

care about production process, for example working conditions). Also, as mentioned 

before, only respondents who heard about Fair trade existence before enter the model. 

The predicted outcomes are appearance and non-appearance of the gap respectively 
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(meaning whether the respondents buy or do not buy Fair trade products at least 

occasionally). 

 

The rule of thumb provided by Agresti (2006) is that for meaningful running of 

the analysis, there needs to 10 cases of event or non-event (base for the calculation is 

the lower number, which is 98 of non-buyers as opposite to 201 buyers) for each 

predictors. That enables us to include 9 predictors in our model.  

 

For our model, we will use the variables mentioned earlier: those being 

inconvenience of Fair trade shopping scale score, knowledge about Fair trade scale 

score, skepticism (towards ability of Fair trade products to reach their goals and Fair 

trade in general) scale score, Fair trade products good  price perception and Fair trade 

products high quality perception. The amount of predictors with usage of these 

attributes will be 5, lower than 9, enabling us to run the analysis properly based on the 

rule of thumb provided by Agresti. 

 

We can now look at how the predictors differ from each other in strength and 

whether their individual significance holds up when they are combined together in one 

cohesive model.  

 

First, we take a look at whether the predictors do not display multicolinearity. 

Rule of thumb generally provided by authorities is for VIF values for individual 

predictors to not go over 5, if that would happen, multicolinearity would become a 

problem (Alauddin 2010). In our case, neither of the predictors had VIF value over 1.3 – 

meaning I could go on and safely interpret the model. 

 

The intercept (or constant) model tells us how successful we could be in 

predicting without knowing the values of the predictors. If we would predict by 

expecting everyone with pro Fair trade values and Fair Trade awareness to be a buyer, 

we would be correct in 67.2 % cases. That is a baseline that we can compare the 

constructed model and see, how much more successful this model can be. 

 

We can use logistic regression procedure to classify our cases, which enables us 

to see predictive power of our model (by comparing with the actual outcome). For that, 
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we need to establish a decision rule. In our case, we will go with the threshold of 

probability 0.5, since there is no a priori reason to assume that the optimal threshold 

would be of other value.  

 

Our model successfully predicts 72.6 % of cases. The sensitivity of our 

classification (the share of purchases correctly predicted) is 91 % while the specifity 

(the share of non-purchases correctly predicted) is 34.1 %. That is slight improvement 

(5.4 %) in overall predictive power when compared to the default intercept prediction 

model. That means that the model constitutes only a moderate improvement over 

prediction that could be done by assuming everyone with pro Fair trade values will be a 

buyer. 

 

Omnibus test gives as a Chi-square value of 39.793 and P value < 0.05. This is a 

test of whether adding the predictors to the model (as opposed to the intercept model 

based on automatically assuming everyone will be buyer) has improved our predicting 

ability. We see that we can refute the null hypothesis and our model indeed statistically 

significantly improves the predictions about whether the respondent buys Fair trade 

products or not. 

 

Another way to asses our model is to conduct a Hosmer and Lemeshow test of 

good fit. In this test, the desirable outcome is non-significant result of the test. The test 

“divides subjects into 10 ordered groups of subjects and then compares the number 

actually in the each group (observed) to the number predicted by the logistic regression 

model (predicted)“ and „If the H-L goodness-of-fi t test statistic is greater than .05, as 

we want for  well-fitting models, we fail to reject the null hypothesis that there is no 

difference  between observed and model-predicted values, implying that the model’s 

estimates fit the data at an acceptable level.” (Burns 2008, 580) 

 

Our p-value is 0.432 – indicating that the model predictions do not significantly 

differ from actual observed values – the model passed this test of a good fit. 

 

The Nagelkerke R Square enables us to see the strength between predictors and 

prediction. In our case, the value is moderately low, with only 17.4 %. This number is 
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„no close analogous“ to the R
2
 (coefficient of determination) but it provides „basic 

approximation“ similar to the R
2.
 (Burns 2008, 579)  

 

Model 

overview  

B S.E.  Wald Sig. Exp (B) 95 % CI 

for EXP 

(B) lower 

95 % CI 

for EXP 

(B) upper 

Good price -.476 .273 3.028 .082 .622 .364 1.062 
Knowledge -.093 .065 2.073 .150 .911 .803 1.034 
Good quality -1.048 .299 12.251 .000 .351 .195 .631 
Inconvenience .333 .182 3.345 .067 1.395 .976 1.994 
Skepticism .224 .107 4.377 .036 1.251 1.014 1.544 
Constant -.002 .616 .000 .997 .998   

Table 8: Logistic regression results  

 

 

When looking at the Wald statistic and provided test, we can see whether we can 

test the null hypothesis: that the given predictor has no predictive power. In our case, we 

see that the indicators about which this hypothesis cannot be refuted are good price, 

knowledge and inconvenience. On the other hand, good quality and skepticism both 

contribute to the correct prediction in our model. 

 

To clarify and avoid word confusion, since using words like „increased odds“ 

and „decreased odds“ can be misleading and not everybody uses it the same way, in this 

paper, when talking about „increased odds“ or „high odds“, I mean that given event is 

more likely. When talking about „low odds“ or „decreased odds“, I mean that given 

event is less likely to happen. 

 

The EXP(b) is better known as odds ratio (known) – it enables us to see the 

connection of the predictor to the  odds of the event (in this case the predicted event is 

non-purchase, the presence of the gap) for people displaying given predictor as opposed 

to do who do not. We see that good quality perception displays odds ratio 0.351 (with 

the 95 % confidence being 0.195 – 0.631), which shows that good quality perception 

decreases odds (and therefore decreases likelihood) of respondents being gappers (in 

other words, respondents believing higher quality of Fair trade products are more likely 

to be Fair trade buyers). In case of skepticism, odds ratio is 1.,251 (with 95 % 

confidence interval being 1.014 – 1.544), meaning that one point in skepticism scale 
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increases odds 1.251 times (and therefore increases likelihood) of respondents being 

gappers (in other words, they are less likely purchasing Fair trade products). 

 

If you subtract 1 from the odds ratio and multiply by 100, you get the percent 

change in odds of the dependent variable having a value of 1 (Center for Family and 

Demographic Research 2006). With that, we can interpret the values and calculate that 

the people who believe in Fair trade good quality have around 64 % decrease in odds 

(with 95 % confidence interval 47 – 81 %) in odds of being gappers (and are therefore 

less likely to be gappers and more likely to buy Fair trade products) when compared to 

those who lack such belief.  For skepticism, each point on skepticism scale is connected 

to 25 % (with 95 % confidence interval being 1 to 54 %) increase in odds of being 

gapper (therefore, skeptic is less likely to be a buyer). 

 

We can also calculate probabilities of whether given respondent is a buyer based 

on the model by converting provided log-odds. Doing so, we see that the „default 

respondent“ (with no knowledge of Fair trade, no good quality perception, no 

inconvenience perception, no skepticism displayed, no good price perception – but by 

default heaving pro Fair trade values and knowing the term – because only these 

respondents were included in this analysis) is 50 %  likely to be a gapper. While this 

analysis is not useful in itself, we can use as a baseline to compare with other 

respondents. „Baseline respondent“ who in addition also believes, that Fair trade 

products display good quality, has likelihood of 26 % of being a gapper in the model. 

We can also look at how the baseline probability differs if the respondents display 

various degrees of skepticism. We will see that the probability of the respondent being a 

gapper with increases by about 5 % percent with each point in skepticism scale, with 

respondent reaching 4 points in the scale being 71 % likely to be a gapper in the model 

prediction. The probabilities for other predictors were not calculated, since their 

statistical significance was not demonstrated. 

 

As mentioned earlier, the idea of perceived quality had different dimensions in 

qualitative interviews: some respondents talked more about healthiness of the products, 

while others talked more about taste. For future research, it could be interesting to try to 

see which of these dimensions is the stronger one when helping to determine what kind 

of people with pro Fair trade values actually become non-gappers (they start buying Fair 
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trade) – what aspect of quality is most important? Is it the health aspect, is it the taste, or 

can it be something else? 

 

6. Demography analysis 

 

To analyze the demographic differences between people exhibiting the attitude-

behaviour gap and the ones who follow their declared values in purchasing Fair trade 

product we will look at questions regarding 3 different variables. Those will be gender, 

the form of education (where they could choose from 5 different forms) and age (where 

they could choose between 12 different age ranges). This will help us to test the null 

hypothesis these variables do not have any connection with appearance of Fair trade 

attitude behaviour gap. If that is indeed the cases, both gappers and non-gappers would 

have similar demographic profiles. We will now look at basic demographic indicators in 

the sample before running the tests. 

 

Chart 3: Gender distribution in whole sample (n=1188) 

 

 

Chart 4: Gender distribution among people with pro Fair trade values (n=576) 
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Age category 
Whole sample 

(n=1188) 

People with pro 

Fair trade values 

(n=576) 

18-19 4 % 3 % 

20-24 10 % 8 % 

25-29 11 % 11 % 

30-64 13 % 14 % 

35-39 12 % 12 % 

40-44 10 % 12 % 

45-49 10 % 12 % 

50-55 10 % 10 % 

55-59 11 % 10 % 

60-64 10 % 10 % 

Table 10: Age distribution 

 

 

Education 
Whole sample 

(n=1188) 

People with pro 

Fair trade values 

(n=576) 

Basic 9 % 5 % 

Apprentice (no graduation) 29 % 25 % 

Apprentice (graduation) 9 % 10 % 

High school (no graduation) 5 % 4 % 

High school (graduation) 34 % 37 % 

College 14 % 19 % 

Table 11: Education distribution 

 

 

Basic look at the demographic characteristics of the sample shows that people 

from all different groups of population are present, enabling us a proper analysis of 

connection of demographic variables to attitude behaviour gap. 

 

For each of the 3 variables, Mann-Whitney test was first ran among people with 

pro Fair trade values regardless of their awareness of Fair trade existence to see whether 

there was any difference in gappers and non-gappers in people with pro Fair trade 

values (n=576). When looking at the Mann Whitney test statistic, we see that both 

gender and size of residence show no significant p-value, meaning we cannot reject the 

hypothesis that there is no correlation between these and actual buying behaviour 

among people and pro Fair trade values. For education, the situation is different and p-

value is < 0.05.  
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When looking at the ranks, we can see that the buyers are generally the ones 

displaying higher education than the non-buyers. One could therefore argue that it might 

be sensible to add education as a variable to logistic regression model we presented 

earlier. However, when we run Mann-Whitney test on people who have at least some 

awareness of existence of Fair trade before the interview (which was the condition 

respondents had to pass to be included in mentioned model), the p-value changes to 

0.57.  Therefore, among people who know about Fair trade existence, we cannot refute 

the hypothesis that there is no connection between education level and actual Fair trade 

buying. Therefore, the variable was not included in the model. It is however worthy of 

mentioning that when testing whether the education differs between people with pro 

Fair trade values with awareness of Fair trade existence and people with pro Fair trade 

values but no awareness of Fair trade existence, we find via Mann-Whitney test (p-value 

is < 0.05) that people with lesser education are less likely to be aware of Fair trade 

existence. 

 

7. Other qualitative outputs 

 

Couple of issues not discussed in quantitative questionnaire was touched on in 

the qualitative interviews. First, I asked respondents about what is the competition for 

Fair trade in their minds – whether those are other socially responsible goods like  

bio products or „standard goods“. The nearly unanimous opinion among the interviewed 

group was that the competition for Fair trade products in their minds are „standard“ 

products of given category. For example, when thinking about whether to buy Fair trade 

bananas, the other choice would be standard bananas. Fair trade is not seen as 

competition to other „socially responsible goods“. The lone expectation was František, 

who buys Fair trade occasionally as bracelets or similar accessories at events like 

festivals. In his case, there is no direct competition to that kind of a purchase, it is 

something that spontaneously happens. Future quantitative research could help validate 

this suggestion. 

 

Those, who occasionally (although infrequently) buy Fair trade products were 

asked about the trigger that made them buy Fair trade or other socially responsible 

goods for the first time. Hana and Katka both mentioned influence of friends who talked 
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about it – their first purchase was with friends. František first saw Fair trade products at 

specific festival-like event and immediately purchased the bracelet. Karel and Eliška 

(both talking more generally about socially responsible goods) mentioned health reasons 

– wanting to consume more quality products because of health. With that is associated 

the idea of carefully screening the ingredients of given products, specific also for Karel 

and Eliška (Karel: “I accept rational consumption and watch out for it, I do not want to 

eat bad products.” Eliška: “I am not obsessed by it but I have few shortcuts. If there is 

for example too much vitamin E, I put it back on the shelf.”) Alena, who consumes Fair 

trade coffee occasionally, mentioned that she started buying it out of curiosity. She liked 

it and stuck with the product. Future quantitative research could look into what is 

generally the most frequent trigger for beginning of Fair trade consumption or socially 

responsible goods consumption altogether. 

 

The respondents also differed in the way they usually buy Fair trade or other 

socially responsible goods. For some of them, this is more of a spontaneous decision 

when seeing the product. Eliška and František both mentioned they do not plan such 

decisions. For Alena and Kryštof on the other hand, those decisions are systematic and 

planned. 

 

One thing that was shown in interviews is how vastly can differ what 

respondents actually associate with Fair trade in terms of product categories. From 

clothes, cosmetics shampoo through coffee or bracelets, many different categories 

appeared. It could be interesting topic for future research to see whether the share of 

gappers differs between people with different associations.  

 

When discussing environmental dimension of Fair trade goals, no one in the 

group spontaneously mentioned the effect of long product transfer from the countries of 

third world as contradictory to Fair trade mission. Even when I brought the topic up, 

only one who saw it as somehow problematic was Kryštof: “Yeah, that is contradictory, 

total ecology and at the same time improving or keeping solid life standard is not quite 

achievable.”, however, he still saw Fair trade as step in the right direction.  

 

When talking about the influence of the individual consumption on the society, 

respondents in the interviews were fairly resigned to the idea that one can have only 
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very little impact individually. Eliška, Katka and Hana both mentioned this attitude. 

Typical statement like that came from Katka: “If friend says he takes a bus to England 

as supposed to plane to help the environment, it is his choice, but I do not see it that 

way.” Eliška said: “I think when one wants to influence the production, he has to have a 

lot of other consumers with him, strategy and lots of time. I was just recently talking 

with my friends about what would have to be done so the pigs would stop being killed 

for ham and we agreed that purposefully influence production from the position of 

consumer is very difficult.“ For purposes of future research, it might be interesting to 

see whether gappers (or very infrequent buyers) and non-gappers (or more frequent 

buyers) differ from each other in this kind of skepticism – whether the buyers have 

some sort of belief that they individually can improve the state of society significantly 

or they are, like respondents in our interviews, somehow resigned to the idea that one 

consumer alone cannot do much.   

 

8. Conclusions 

 

Previous research found out that there is often an attitude behaviour-gap in the 

market when it comes to „ethical consumption“, meaning that there is a large amount of 

people who, despite having pro ethical consumption values do not follow up on them 

and do not buy adequate products – those can be bio products, Fair trade goods and 

many similar socially responsible goods. As we mentioned earlier, this can affect 

market shares of Fair trade products and other similar products. Overcoming this 

attitude behaviour gap can help improving shares of Fair trade products on the market.  

 

The goal of this work was to establish whether there is an attitude-behaviour gap 

in Czech population in Fair trade market and to see what variables are connected to this 

gap (if there is any gap), formulating a possible implications for Fair trade marketers 

wanting to convert gappers to actual buyers and suggestions for possible future 

research. Since the analysis dealt with survey data, I only took a look at conscious 

attitudes (not behavioral, unconscious aspects of consumption) that could be a factor in 

attitude-behaviour gap. That somehow limits the explaining power of the predictors. 
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The share of non-buying gappers in the sample is about 32 % (with 95 % 

confidence interval being 29 – 34 %). We therefore see that it is indeed a significant 

portion of the population who despite claimed preference of product embodying Fair 

trade values do not buy these – around third of the population. That confirms previous 

research in the field of socially responsible goods – we can safely say the gap is present 

in Czech population in a significant part of the population, at least when it comes to Fair 

trade consumption. That replicates previous research in the field. 

 

Big part of attitude-behaviour gap is probably simple lack of awareness of Fair-

Trade. Close to half of the respondents with pro Fair trade values (48.2 %, 95 % 

confidence interval being 44-52 %) does not recall hearing about Fair trade at all – 

which makes it impossible for them to consciously look for Fair trade products and 

consciously buy them. Perhaps building a higher awareness about Fair trade could help 

to better market share and can be possible route for marketers of Fair trade products – of 

course, that is only an assumption – we cannot from the data infer directly cause and 

effect, no matter how intuitive that would seem, since we used a survey and not an 

experimental design. We cannot directly conclude whether the awareness is more of  

a cause for the purchase or whether the purchase helps to create the awareness.  

 

People aware of Fair trade and having pro Fair trade values made up about 25 %  

of the sample (with 95 % confidence interval being 23-28 % - meaning that about 

quarter of population is aware of Fair trade in some sort and shares at least one core 

values of the movement). Those entered the next phase of the analysis. On the other 

hand, people, who proclaimed no awareness of Fair trade existence, were taken out of 

further analysis of the predictors, because their unawareness about Fair trade existence 

meant that it would make little sense to analyze their perception of Fair trade in 

measured categories. Therefore, when analyzing individual non-demographic 

predictors, the focus was on people with Fair trade values and Fair trade awareness. 

When testing them individually via Mann-Whitney test or Chi-square test, it was found 

out that almost all predictors (high quality perception, good price perception, Fair trade 

knowledge scale score, Fair trade skepticism scale score) turned out to show statistically 

significant difference between buyers and non-buyers. The lone exception was 

inconvenience scale (measuring how difficult Fair trade shopping is) score, which did 

not show statistically significant difference in individual test. 
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To create a synthetic analysis that would enable us to see the connection 

between the various kinds of predictors and actual purchasing behaviour, we conducted 

a logistic regression, which enabled us to overcome the variety of predictors. The model 

passed tests of good fit, while being able to predict 72.6 % of the observations with 

inclusion of following predictors: good quality perception, good price perception, Fair 

trade knowledge, inconvenience of Fair trade purchasing and skepticism towards Fair 

trade. Wald statistic and the corresponding test showed that of these predictors, high 

quality perception and skepticism scale contributed to the prediction the strongest. For 

other indicators, the null hypothesis that these predictors (when combined in one model) 

have no power in predicting actual purchasing choice could not be refuted. 

 

About the quality perception of Fair trade, we saw in interviews that it has 

multiple layers – it can be about taste, it can be about healthiness, ingredients etc. Future 

research could help reveal which of those dimensions is most important to the buyers, 

the quantitative analysis was not able to determine this. As far as skepticism goes, it 

could be interesting for purposes of future research to see whether the result would hold 

up if the scale was based on disagreement pro Fair trade statements (f.e. „Fair trade 

truly helps developing of third world countries“) rather than agreements with fairly 

strong anti Fair trade statements, like was the case here. 

 

To summarize, overall we see that lot of people displaying the gap is simply not 

aware of existence of these (Fair trade) products, which prevents them from conscious 

consumption and as a result, they display attitude-behaviour gap. The share of those 

makes up about three quarters of the gappers – 73.9 % to be specific (with 95 % 

confidence interval being 69 – 78 %). For others, the predictors that turned out to be 

useful for the prediction are high quality perception and skepticism. High quality 

perception appears to be dominant predictor of buying behaviour. 

 

With the results not being clear in terms of causality (which is not possible in 

survey design like this one), we cannot be totally sure whether the buying of Fair trade 

leads to better perceptions of Fair trade or the other way around. As for the Fair trade 

movement implications, there clearly seems to be potential for improving sales of the 

products – many people share at least one of the core value (environment protection and 
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helping providing better conditions to the workers by buying products) yet they display 

the gap. Focusing on lowering the gap could help increase Fair trade shares. Based on 

the results of the research, Fair trade movement would do well focusing primarily on 

increasing awareness and establishing itself within the minds of consumer, since around 

75 % of the gappers have no idea about Fair trade movement and are  therefore are 

gappers by default. For others, high quality perception and believe that Fair trade can 

actually reach the declared goals seem to be important. Establishing those ideas could 

lead to improvement of Fair trade sales in Czech Republic. The relatively lower value 

(17.4 %) Nagelkerke R squared in our model suggests that we need to be careful on 

putting too much emphasis on the predictors – they are not close to fully predict or 

explain the presence of the attitude behaviour-gap on the market. It is very likely that 

survey design of research is not able to explain the gap fully. 

 

As for predictors not significant in the model, while my analysis does not 

suggest it effect for appearance of conscious gap, perhaps future research not based on 

survey design could inquire whether this is indeed the case. It could very well be that on 

behavioral level the convenience affects the likelihood of buying, but it does not reach 

conscious level. The research design used in this paper was not able to test unconscious 

aspects properly.  

 

For demographic variables, age and gender also turned out to not be useful in 

predicting the gap for people aware of Fair trade existence, however better educated 

people are in general more likely to be aware of Fair trade existence and more likely to 

be a non-gapper. The result however differs if we analyse only people with Fair trade 

existence awareness – here was not found significant difference in education between 

gappers and non-gappers.  

 

9. Methodological limitations 

 

There are several limitations to our analysis that need to be addressed. First, 

there is not any standardized Fair-Trade attitudes measurement tool included in 

provided data, which means I had to come up with my own way to deal with this issue. 

As happens often in social sciences, the nature of this kind of research dictates arbitrary 
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decisions to be made, especially when dealing with abstract attitudes or ideas of 

participants about Fair trade. Somebody else might have drawn the lines in their 

analysis elsewhere and as a result, their findings could be stronger or weaker. For the 

sake of clear analysis there was also lot of simplification – for example one could very 

reasonably say that Fair trade attitudes have many dimensions and to fit the participants 

into two boxes – pro Fair trade values and Fair trade values negative (or indifferent) is 

suboptimal. While this is true, those simplifications had to be made for the sake of 

meaningful analysis and for the results to be coherent (since we dealt with many 

different variables which could be considered multi-dimensional) and because of the 

design of the questionnaire. Similarly, simplifications were also made in other 

independent variables (such as Fair trade knowledge, Fair trade skepticism) to attain a 

sensible analysis mainly because different scales were used for individual questions. 

Further research can do without this much simplification and maybe focus on certain 

aspects of our analysis, going deeper into details. Primary research with focus on the 

issue would certainly give researcher more options and flexibility to design the 

questionnaire properly, focusing exclusively on issues at hand. 

 

In terms of purchasing behaviour, I had to accept the self-reports given by the 

participants and take their word at face value. That can be sometimes problematic. 

Auger (2007, 1) in his study is very critical of survey designs in research of ethical 

consumption and concludes that „simple survey questions are too ‘‘noisy’’ to provide 

operationally meaningful information and overstate intentions to a considerable extent.“ 

There was not a sensible way to try to filter for this problem in our data. Therefore it 

would be useful in the future to research whether the finding of this work hold up in 

different research designs – mainly experimental. 

 

The data used for our analysis were very robust, meaning we could analyze the 

relevant predictors and there was not any crucial omission, nevertheless there are certain 

disadvantages that one has to deal with in secondary analysis. The tool (in this case the 

survey questionnaire) could not be perfected beforehand for optimization for the 

purposes of this text – that in turn meant I had to deal with different types of scales in 

the questionnaire, which could possibly be interfering with the results. Further research 

could overcome this issue. This problem is limited because of thorough nature of the 

survey, meaning that relevant issues were covered in it. 
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The question of how general the findings are is relevant. There is of course no 

guarantee that the findings would be replicated in different countries and cultures – once 

again, this question is something future research could answer and it goes beyond the 

scope of this work itself. It is also a question if the results of the research would be 

similar when compared with other typical „socially responsible goods“, such as bio 

products etc. – especially because awareness turns out to be very limited in case of Fair 

trade non-buyers with pro FT values and it is impossible to estimate the awareness of 

other products of ethical consumption in Czech market without conducting a proper 

research.  

 

It should be noted that this work itself does not deal with effectiveness of Fair 

trade movement. There is some skepticism towards the strength of results achieved by 

it. The degree of this skepticism also varies (Maseland 2002, Weber 2007, Lyon 2008). 

Some question the archetype of „empowered decision maker“ (Davenport 2012). Sick 

(2008) concludes in Costa-Rica study that „While the fair-trade movement has made 

significant headway in bringing social and environmental concerns to the marketplace 

and in providing farmers with guaranteed minimum prices for their coffee, farmers' 

reactions to production for Fair trade indicate a number of problems that farmers 

and fair-trade cooperatives are facing in their efforts to reap the potential benefits 

of Fair trade.“ On the other hand, others claim that „fair trade offers an alternative to 

free trade within capitalist production and has a positive impact for producers“ 

(McArdle 2012) or that Fair trade production can be „survival strategy that farmers have 

developed in response to a particular instance of neoliberal globalization” (Torgerson 

2010). While all these claims have arguments behind them, this paper by the defined 

scope cannot attempt to resolve or even debate this certainly legitimate issue, it is a 

topic adequate for different branches and methods of research. 

 

Other problem that the studies of Fair trade in general encounter is the fact that 

there are many specific Fair trade products. The findings in this paper do not differ 

between attitudes towards Fair trade coffee and for example Fair trade jewelry. People 

can have inadequate perception of diversity of Fair trade products (Mortimer 2010). We 

did not control for effects of this on attitude-behaviour gap in our analysis. The research 

also does not deal with volume of purchased products, it was not taken into account, 
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meaning those customers who are more important for shares of Fair trade on the Czech 

market than others by sheer volume of purchases were not discriminated. Future 

research could control for this. 
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